Abstract. It is shown that a
Introduction. B. Charles [1] and S. Khabbaz [6] independently obtained characterizations of intersections of divisible subgroups of a divisible abelian group. Since divisible subgroups are always pure, L. Fuchs, [2] , [3] , asked for a characterization of those subgroups of an abelian group that are an intersection of pure subgroups. C. Megibben [7] answered this when the group is a p-group. In the present paper we answer the question for arbitrary abelian groups. Our results also throw some light on Problem 13 of Fuchs [4] .
We follow the idea of Megibben in realizing the given subgroup as an intersection of neat subgroups which are then shown to be pure. All groups in this paper are abelian, and we shall follow essentially the notation and terminology of [4] . All topological concepts refer to the p-adic topology. A subgroup 77 of a group G is p-neat if H n pG = pH. A minimal neat subgroup N containing a subgroup S is called a neat hull of S.
We list the following two conditions on a subgroup H of a group G for ready reference.
(*) For all primes p and all positive integers n, p"g G 77 andp"~xg G H imply there exists z E G such thatp"z = 0 andp"_1z G H.
(M) For all primesp and all positive integers n,p"G[p] c H impliesp*G. C H. Remark. Megibben [7] proved that, for p-groups G, the condition (M) characterizes intersections of pure subgroups of G. However, in general, a subgroup with condition (M) need not be an intersection of pure subgroups since, for example, in a torsion free group every subgroup satisfies (M). Our main theorem states that subgroups with condition (*) are the intersections of pure subgroups. We wish to note that condition (*) implies condition (M), for suppose p"Gp SZ. H and p"g is an element of the least order such that p"g G 77, then pn+xg E H and therefore, by (*), G contains an element z with p"*xz = 0 and p"z G 77; thus p"G[p] s£ 77. As in the example above, condition (M) does not imply condition (*) since subgroups of a torsion free group satisfying (*) are easily seen to be pure.
Finally, in a p-group G, the two conditions are equivalent. Indeed, if there is no z with p"z = 0 and p"~xz G 77, then p"~xG[p] c 77; hence, by (M), p"~xG C 77, and there is no g G G such that p "g G 77 andpn_1g G H.
We will need the following two lemmas:
Lemma 1 [5] . Proof. Since the necessity of (*) is clear, we prove that (*) is sufficient. Suppose H has property (*). Let P be the set of primes relevant to G, and let P' be the set of those primes p G P such thatp'Hjj, c H, for some np. Choosing np minimally, we can assume thatp"r~xGp ¡2 H, whenever np > 0. By the remark, H satisfies condition (M); hence, for the primes p E P' for which np > 0,p^_1G[p] SZ. 77. Thus for all p E P' there is an element ap of order p"" such that H n <ap> = 0. Let T = ÇBpep.p">Gp. Then H/T satisfies (*) in G/T and we show first that 77/77 is an intersection of pure subgroups of G/ T. For convenience of expression we write G and H in place of G/ T and H/ T, respectively, with the additional assumption that, for all p G P', p^Gp = 0 and H n (ap} = 0, where <a/)> is (an absolute summand of Gp) of order p"". Since the subgroup 77 © ©peP Bp[p] satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2, it is an intersection of neat subgroups S, which can be chosen to be neat hulls of H © ®pSP Bp [p] . We show that each such S is pure. By Lemma 1, S isp-pure for allp G P'. Suppose p G P' with np > 0, so that G[p] = p">~x(.ap} © S [p] . Then by the p-neatness of S and a simple induction, S n (p'G) = p'S for all i < np, whence, Sp is pure in Gp and, indeed, {ap} © Sp = Gp. Supposepkg E S for some k > np. Since 7/ © ©;£i 5[p] is an essential subgroup of its neat hull S, we can assume without loss of generality thatp'g G H for some r > k. Since H satisfies (*) and p^Gp = 0, it readily follows that p">gE H. Then p"rg E S n p^G = p">S, whence pkg = pk~"p(pñpg) Gp*5. This proves the p-purity of S for all p G P'. Thus S is pure in G. Thus we conclude that 77 is the intersection of the pure subgroups S. Returning to our original notation, we have now that H/ T is an intersection of pure subgroups S/ T, so that H is the intersection of the subgroups S. Thus we are done if we show that the subgroups S are pure in G. For aü p E P', Gp/Tp = «a,) + 7;)/7; © Sp/Tp, hence Gp = <^> © Sp. Thus ®peP.Sp is pure in G, T c 0f6f. Sp, and S/ T is pure in G; hence 5 is pure in G.
